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A Salute to Our Faculty
Two Professors Receive
Fulbright Scholar Awards

Business Professor Recognized
for Excellence

Bruno Borsari, WSU Professor of Biology,
received a Fulbright U.S. Scholar Award to teach
and complete research in Panama from August
2014 to May 2015.

Winona State University faculty member Diane
May was named one of the nation’s top legal
studies educators, earning the prestigious
Charles M. Hewitt Master Teacher Award
presented annually by the Academy of Legal
Studies in Business (ALSB), the international
organization of professors who teach law in
business.

Borsari will teach courses in agroecology, soil
biology and poultry science at the Universidad
Bruno Borsari
Santa Maria La Antigua (USMA) in Chitré,
Panama. He will also complete research on water conservation,
agroforestry and sustainable agriculture through the
development of an “ad hoc” curriculum and field demonstrations
for the benefit of the farmers (campesinos) of the Azuero
peninsula, the main agricultural region of Panama. Borsari plans
to develop an academic exchange between USMA and WSU and
design a travel study to Panama for WSU students interested in
sustainable food production and environmental science/studies.

Jennifer Chernega, WSU Assistant Professor
of Sociology, will teach about the sociology
of race and ethnicity at the University of Oslo
in 2014-2015. Through work with students,
Chernega will explore the ways that race is
framed differently in Norway than in the United
States. She and her students will investigate
Jennifer Chernega
how structural issues, such as housing patterns
and subsequent neighborhood effects, impact racial and ethnic
dynamics.
The Fulbright Program is the flagship international educational
exchange program sponsored by the U.S. government and
is designed to increase mutual understanding between the
people of the United States and the people of other countries.
Participants are chosen for the academic merit of their project
proposal and leadership potential

Diane May

May, an associate professor of business law in the College of
Business, was announced as one of four finalists this spring to
present her Master Teacher Proposal, “Using Scaffolding to
Improve Student Learning in Legal Environment Courses,” at the
ALSB annual conference this summer in Seattle. May won the top
award, selected by a vote of more than 150 peers following the
Master Teacher presentations. The award recognizes faculty who
lead the way in incorporating new subject matter, cultural shifts
and advances in pedagogy and technology into their classes.
May also received the Hoeber Memorial Award for Excellence in
Research from the Journal of Legal Studies in Education (JLSE)
for her article on the same topic. The JLSE is a peer-reviewed
academic legal journal that closely examines pedagogical issues
within business legal studies. The Hoeber Memorial Award is
presented annually by the JLSE editorial staff.

Collins Appointed to
International Board
Marianne Collins, Associate Professor of
Marketing in the College of Business, has been
appointed to serve on the Sales & Marketing
Marianne Collins
Executives International, Inc. (SMEI) board. Her
appointment began July 1, 2014. Collins is a Harvard graduate
and is a Certified Sales Executive.

Zeller Receives Athletic Trainer Award

Brian Zeller
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Winona State University Professor Brian
Zeller received a National Athletic Trainers’
Association 2014 Athletic Trainer Service Award
for his contributions to the athletic training
profession as a volunteer at the local and state
levels. Recipients are involved in professional
associations, community organizations,
grassroots public relations efforts and service
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as a volunteer athletic trainer. Candidates must have held the
certified athletic trainer credential, conferred by the Board of
Certification, and have been an NATA member, both for at least
15 years.
Zeller is professor and chair of the Health, Exercise &
Rehabilitative Sciences Department and the clinical education
coordinator of the Athletic Training Program at WSU.

Herndon Tackles War on Obesity

ANNUAL REPORT 2013–2014

Is the obesity epidemic overemphasized? Does a
singular focus on obesity take away from a focus
on health, regardless of body size? This is the
argument explored by Winona State University
Associate Professor April Herndon in her
recently released book “Fat Blame: How the War
on Obesity Victimizes Women and Children.”

WSU Foundation
Annual Report 2013–2014
It is better to give than receive.

April Herndon

Herndon, who teaches in the English
Department and for the Women’s Gender & Sexuality Studies
program, tackles the war on obesity as a battle against women
and children, especially those marginalized by race and
class. Herndon explores widespread anti-obesity sentiment,
the role of discrimination in the war on obesity, and myths
surrounding “empowerment” of the victims through policies and
interventions. The book looks closely at the stories of real people
whose lives have been drastically altered by interventions that are
thought to be for their own good.

Strecher Publishes
New Book
Winona State University Professor of
Global Studies Matthew Strecher’s new
book “The Forbidden Worlds of Haruki
Murakami” explores the mysteries of the
wildly imaginative work of author Haruki
Murakami.
In “The Forbidden Worlds of Haruki Murakami,” readers will
find a map to the strange realm of Murakami’s most bizarre
scenes and characters. Exposing the psychological and mythical
underpinnings of this other world, Strecher shows how these
considerations color Murakami’s depictions of the individual
and collective soul. The book covers all of Murakami’s work and
concludes with the first full-length reading of the writer’s newest
novel, “Colorless Tsukuru Tazaki and His Years of Pilgrimage.”

Ecuadorian U.S. Embassy
Sponsors D’Amico’s Work
The Cultural Affairs Office at the U.S. Embassy
in Ecuador sponsored the launch of Winona
State University Global Studies Professor Linda
D’Amico’s book, “Otavalan Women, Ethnicity
and Globalization.” Dr. D’Amico’s book was
recently published in Spanish as “Etnicidad y
Globalizacion: las otaveleñas en casa y en el
Linda D’Amico
mundo,” by Facultad de Ciencias Scociales
(FLASCO), an Ecuadorian graduate school in social sciences.

Perhaps not. I venture to say the two share equal appeal
and impact in this issue of Currents magazine. Each and
every article spotlights the art of giving and receiving, and
the impact that flows both ways. These stories within are
just a few of the many inspiring examples prevalent in the
WSU community. It’s all about working together toward a
triumphant outcome. We hope you are as inspired as we
were as we researched and assembled the stories.
Each year the Winona State University Foundation presents
the annual fiscal report. Within this issue you will find the
numbers, figures and charts that showcase a resourceful
and decidedly successful 2014.
There is a little different look and feel to the Annual Report
this year. We’ve chosen to tell some of the truly inspiring
and motivating stories of how the generosity of WSU
donors has positively impacted the university and the direct
effect it has had on student success.
What you won’t find in this printed version of the Annual
Report is the Donor Honor Roll, which recognizes gifts
given during the FY14 (July 1, 2013-June 30, 2014). It is
still available, however, at www.winona.edu/foundation/
donors. And should you find it more convenient to read
the document in the printed form, please let us know
and we would be happy to mail you a copy. Contact Phil
Sonnenberg ’00, WSU Foundation account manager/
accounting officer at 800-CHAT-WSU, extension 5518
(800-242-8978), or psonnenberg@winona.edu
“We make a living by what we get. We make a
life by what we give.” —Winston Churchill

Mary A Malloy, Editor
PS: Coming to a city near you . . .The Warrior Connect Tour!
Look for details inside this issue.

While doing fieldwork in Peguche, Ecuador, D’Amico befriended
Rosa Lema, who had worked with anthropologist Elsie Clews
Parsons. Lema, an indigenous woman whose efforts to bring
change to her village and country, affords a unique view on the
rise of interculturalism as an indigenous ideology. Gender is at
the center of Dr. D’Amico’s analysis as she looks beyond the
overlapping lives of these two women, both innovators and adept
at crossing cultural boundaries, to explore the interrelationship
between gender, ethnicity and globalization.

WSU Currents • Annual Report
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Dear WSU Supporters,
ANNUAL REPORT 2013–2014

Philanthropy and impacts are powerful. An investment in Winona State
University is not merely a gift to a university, it’s a game-changer. It’s a gamechanger for all of us who look to WSU’s faculty and former students to make
innovations and discoveries, which help improve our lives and livelihoods. It’s a
game-changer to the communities that look to WSU to train the next generation
of teachers, health care professionals, engineers, entrepreneurs, community
leaders and more. It’s a game-changer to all of us.
The WSU Foundation’s staff has worked tirelessly to connect the passions of
nearly 6,000 donors each year with the ambitions of more than 9,500 students,
faculty and staff throughout Winona State.
Each and every donor, volunteer and advocate makes an influential difference for
Winona State University. On behalf of the WSU Foundation staff and volunteers,
thank you for your support of, and investment in, all that can be accomplished at
this great university and for your leadership to make it happen.
Your support exemplifies the positive impact the private sector can make when
partnering with WSU to enhance our students’ educational journey.
Sincerely,

Ernie Troy Hughes

Photo by Maire McMahon ‘15

“

Ernie Troy Hughes
Ernie Troy Hughes, PhD
Vice President of Advancement and Executive Director of WSU Foundation

That’s how the light gets in

R

ing the bells
that still can ring.
Forget your
perfect offering.
There is a crack
in everything,

”

That’s how the
light gets in.
—L. Cohen

W

e work hard here at WSU to
be excellent in everything we do.
Sometimes there are a few cracks
created here and there as we
learn and grow from our errors.
That’s OK. There is always room
for improvement. That’s how the
light gets in.
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We assess student learning,
find that things may need some
adjustments or enhancement,
and we make our changes. That’s
OK. There is always room for
improvement. That’s how the light
gets in.
As we move further into
more transparent modes
of communication and
communicating, we are making
some deliberate cracks in past
ways of thinking or proceeding.
We welcome some cracks in old
processes and modes that no
longer reflect the reality of our
world now, today, in 2014.
This year, we will embark on
a university-wide effort to set
the new directions for WSU-W/
WSU-R. Along with this interesting
(in a good way!) work, we will

WSU Currents • currents.winonastateu.com

find some areas that have been
starved for the light of day. A few
examples include old regulations
(that should really be policies
and procedures), processes that
need a LEAN approach to save
people time and effort, letting
go of turf and perceptions of
“us versus them,” speeding
up our formal communication
processes to be more in line with
contracts and simple human to
human respectful conversation.
We will turn over some hefty
old stones, empower ourselves
to think differently…then stand
blinking in the sunlight when we
make a crack in an old attitude,
an outdated practice, or a false
obstacle.
That’s OK. There is always room
for improvement. That’s how the
light gets in.

Provost Rogers

September 25, 2014
blog posting on “The
Provost’s Perspective” by
Patricia Rogers, Provost
and Vice President for
Academic Affairs. See
theprovostsperspective.
winonastateu.com/
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Working together is not such a new concept in Winona, however. A
rich history of working partnerships has existed in the WSU College
of Education since the establishment of the Winona State Normal
School in 1858. Community members joined together to develop
a proposal and raise funds in support of establishing a teacher’s
college in Winona. According to the 1913 Winona County History,
the first School Board in Winona was an educational partnership with
The ambitious plan calls for three university buildings and
oversight of the Winona public schools and the Teacher’s College.
environs to be renovated: Wabasha Hall (circa 1950’s), the
These working partnerships still continue today at WSU through the
Wabasha Recreational Center (circa 1920’s), and the former
Bush Foundation Teacher Preparation and Effectiveness Initiative
Cathedral School (circa 1929). When completed, the Education
called Teach21.
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E

environment with flexible, state-of-the-art learning and teaching
Teacher candidates admitted to the Teacher Education program
Al
spaces. Labs, classrooms, offices, meeting and community
F
currently engage in daily learning within Southeast Minnesota
spaces will take a cohesive, sensible form and provide spaceLa ke Pa
rk Dr
schools, primarily Winona Area Public Schools, La Crescent-Hokah,
for the extraordinary preparation of extraordinary teachers and
La
Austin Public Schools and Plainview-Elgin-Millville Consolidated
ke
Pa
school professionals.
rk
Schools. All WSU College of Education undergraduate and graduate
Dr
degree recipients experience reciprocal learning in partnership with
The cost estimate for rehabbing and repurposing the 89,146
community schools or agencies.
square feet is $24.6 million ($5.9 million in the first phase and
$18.7 million in the second phase) and bonding is being sought.
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7

The Education Village site will provide the context for a multilayered, completely modern learning environment designed
to encourage intergenerational learning. Every inch of the
renovated site will be assessed for the potential use for learning.
Working together, whether through early childhood education
and the WSU Children’s Centers Wabasha (Madison and W-K)
or Professional Development for adult learners, the Education
Village will become a hub for learning that upholds the WSU
mission of being a “Community of Learners.”
Functionality will be key. Lab spaces will be designed with
observation areas and accommodations for university students
and faculty to interact with Pk-12 students and their teachers, and
there will be specialized areas designed for assistive/adaptive
learning.
As communities change throughout Minnesota, future teachers
will require more intentional preparation, support and inspiration.
The Education Village will be the new protocol for preparing new
graduates as they enter the ever-evolving education system.
Tarrell Portman, Dean of the College of Education states, “The
Education Village will be THE education jewel in the Midwest.

“The Education Village will be
THE education jewel
in the Midwest.”
— Tarrell Portman
Dean of the College of Education

The State of Minnesota national and global reputation will be
upheld as leading the way in training teachers, educational
leaders, and counselors.” Portman continued, “The work of WSU
faculty and community partners through the Bush Foundation
Teacher Preparation and Effectiveness Initiative began the
dramatic redesign of teacher preparation programs that will shine
brighter through the Education Village. I am proud to be a part
of such a dynamic, innovative, and visionary approach to touching
the lives of children!”

KEAP this in Mind!

The KEAP Diversity Resource Center collaborates with others
in providing a variety of programs, activities and services that

8
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help diverse learners to systematically explore the ways we
culturally construct identity (who we are), knowledge (what we
mean), power (how we assert influence), community (how we
relate and belong to each other), and culture (how we make
meaning).
KEAP Center Hours
Monday–Thursday 8 a.m.– 9 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m.– 4:30 p.m.
Look for the complete KEAP story in the spring 2015 issue
of Currents!

Photo by John McKeith

The WSU Knowledge, Empowerment, Advocacy and
Pluralism (KEAP) Diversity Resource Center, Room 162 Kryzsko
Commons, was advocated by students for students to create
a welcoming atmosphere where all students have a sense
of belonging. It is a place for courageous conversations
centered on the different components of diversity including
race, ethnicity, national origin, gender, age, beliefs, ability
levels, economic status, sexual identity, gender identity, and
religion.

Dear Friends,

But that cycle does not include everyone equally. For reasons
with which we are all familiar, there are young people for whom
the door to higher education appears closed. Many programs,
including those at WSU, the community, state and federal level,
are trying to open that door.
This academic year the WSU Foundation will disburse one million
dollars in scholarship funding and an additional two hundred
thousand dollars for special projects and other initiatives such as
classroom enhancements and gap funding.
The Foundation Board has a dual mission. First, it aims to fund
scholarship opportunities for students who should be seeking
higher education but aren’t (low-income students; those whose
parents didn’t go to college; those in high schools where college
is not a common goal). Second, the WSU Foundation raises
general and restricted funds, stewards them in perpetuity and
then distributes them in ways that collaboratively support the
mission of the University. In addition, the Foundation recognizes
those who give and serves as a University advocate.

Foundation assets are at an
all-time high, thanks to the
generosity of benefactors
who recognize the value
of an affordable secondary
education. It is you, the
donor, who is vital to the
success of the Foundation’s
mission and the success
of the students. This fall
we welcomed Ernie Troy
Hughes as the new Vice
President and Foundation
Executive Director. Under
Hughes’ tutelage, the
Foundation embraces
the promise of 2015 with
enthusiasm and gratitude.

ANNUAL REPORT 2013–2014

Months ago, hundreds of students bid farewell to Winona State
University. In the fall, hundreds more arrived on campus for the
first time. This ever-renewing academic cycle—and the shaping of
young lives that it signifies—is a source of pride and inspiration to
everyone involved with Winona State University.

Thom Kieffer

Photo by Lindsay Miller ‘14

On behalf of the Foundation Board, I thank you for your generous
gifts and continued support. As Warriors Forever, I know we can
shape a dynamic future for the University.

Thom Kieffer
Thom Kieffer, Chairman, WSU Foundation

FY15 WSU Foundation Board Members
Karen Fawcett ‘83: Retired Nurse, Winona Area Public

Dave Rubenstein ’86: Co-Founder & COO, California

National Bank, Winona MN
Greg Evans, Chair Elect: President, Merchants Bank,
Winona MN
Jim Meyer ‘85, Secretary: VP Director of Field
Operation, Federated Insurance, Phoenix AZ
Bob Strauss ‘76, Treasurer: VP, Business Development,
Fastenal Company, Winona MN
Dan Mortensen ‘79, Past Chair: Executive Director,
Virginia Council on Economic Education, Richmond
VA

Dr. Ted Fredrickson ‘83: Retired Professor, Capital

Dan Rukavina: Retired President, DCM Tech, Winona

Chops Hancock ‘12: Retired, Dole-Hancock Foods,

Mike Russell ’84: Senior Acct Executive, Federated

Dr. Donna Helble ‘74: Retired Professor, Winona State

Jon Schmitz: Training Manager, Riverside Electronics,

Steve Heuslein: President, La Crosse Truck Center, La

Marc Spieler ‘95: Director of Mergers and Acquisitions,

Scott Johnson ‘82: Attorney, Robins, Kaplan, Miller, &

Dr. Tom Taylor ’77: President, SedPetrology, LLC,

John McShea ‘79: Retired, Mizuho Securities USA,

Jolene Vaselaar: Branch Manager, Altra Federal Credit

Financial, Minneapolis MN
Robert Befidi ‘96: Strategic Business Development,
3M Health Information Systems, St. Paul MN
Howard Bicker ’70: Retired Executive Director,
Minnesota State Board of Investments, St. Paul MN
Dr. George Bolon: Retired Professor, Winona State
University, Winona MN
Bob Brewer ‘76: President & CEO, American Wellness,
Raleigh NC
Debra Eagle: Division Chair Education Administration,
Mayo Clinic, Rochester MN
Mike Ericson ‘86: Economic Development Consultant,
City of Maplewood, Maplewood MN

Tim Missling ’87: Wealth Management Advisor, US

Dr. John N. Weis: Retired Professor, Winona State

Ken Mogren ‘70: Retired President, Winona Agency,

Roscoe Young ‘74: Managing Partner, Laurelwood

Robert Neis ‘76: Retired, Hal Leonard Publishing,

ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Ernie Troy Hughes, Executive Director: Vice

OFFICERS
Thomas Kieffer, Chair: SVP & Sr. Trust Officer, Winona

TRUSTEES
Mike Arnold ‘11: Certified Financial Planner, LPL

Schools, Winona MN

University, Columbus OH
Clewiston FL

University, Winona MN
Crosse WI

Ciresi LLP, Minneapolis MN

Chicago IL

Bank Private Client Reserve, Minneapolis MN

Winona MN

Wisconsin Dells WI

Mark Nichols ‘78: Sr. VP Financial Advisor, UBS

Financial Service, Inc., Minneapolis MN
Terry Oelkers ‘85: District Sales Manager, Nilfisk
Advance, Rochester MN
Scott Opfer ‘84: President, Opfer Communications Inc.,
Springfield MO
Dick Record: Retired President, Midwest Family
Broadcasting, La Crosse WI

Ethanol & Power, LLC, Manhattan Beach CA

MN

Insurance, Glendale AZ
Lewiston MN

Haliburton Energy Services, Houston TX
Tucson AZ

Union, Winona MN

University, Winona MN

Partners, Bernardsville NJ

President for University Advancement, Winona State
University, Winona MN
Dr. Scott R. Olson, Ex-Officio: President, Winona State
University, Winona MN
Scott Ellinghuysen, Ex-Officio: Vice President of
Finance and Administration/CFO, Winona State
University, Winona MN
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Audited Financial Statement
COMBINED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION

COMBINED STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

June 30, 2014 and 2013

June 30, 2014 and 2013

ASSETS

2014

2013

Cash and cash equivalents
$1,045,963
Investments, at fair value
29,195,321
Receivables:
Pledges, net
1,309,072
Fees and other proceeds
224,237
Interest and dividends
14,743
Prepaid expenses
8,124
Beneficial interest in perpetual trust 156,067
Cash value of life insurance
54,230
Student housing, net
8,370,499
Other real estate owned
712,661
Art collections
238,750
Equipment, net
1,018,350

$620,356
24,650,641

Total Assets

1,540,336
135,288
17,522
8,124
140,430
49,593
8,667,190
434,000
161,150
63,734

$42,348,017 $36,488,364

LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS
Liabilities:
Grants and accounts payable
Gift annuities payable
Accrued interest payable
Note payable
Mortgage payable

Total Liabilities

$82,905
382,251
12,819
102,468
6,630,343

$65,115
274,904
29,042
—
7,114,365

$7,210,786

$7,483,426

COMMITMENT & CONTINGENCIES
Net Assets:
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted
Permanently restricted

$1,486,390
14,134,934
19,515,907

$1,075,728
10,229,700
17,699,510

Total Net Assets

$35,137,231 $29,004,938

TOTAL LIABILITIES
& NET ASSETS

$42,348,017 $36,488,364
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SUPPORT AND REVENUES

2014

2013

Contributions
$3,470,182
Fee income and other proceeds
769,118
Fundraising events
162,557
Investment income
4,137,625
Change in value of perpetual trust
15,637
Change in value of gift annuities
(5,387)
Net assets released from restrictions
—
Reclassifications
—

$3,669,590
867,389
173,627
2,531,892
12,475
(38,933)
—
—

Total Support and Revenues

$8,549,732

$7,216,040

$1,185,844

$1,022,537

523,715
503,664
48,264
8,752

442,131
664,204
45,474
9,827

$2,270,239

$2,184,173

$67,781$

$72,767

61,778
17,641

51,155
28,286

$147,200
$2,417,439
$6,132,293

$152,208
$2,336,381
$4,879,659

29,004,938

24,125,279

EXPENSES
Program Services:
		Scholarships
		Distributions supporting
		 Winona State University
		Housing
		Special Projects
		Scholarship programming

Total Program Services
Supporting Services:
		 Management and general
		Fundraising:
		
Fundraising events
		
Development activities

Total Supporting Services
Total Expenses
Change in Net Assets
Net Assets, beginning of year

NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

$35,137,231 $29,004,938

WSU Foundation Endowment Fund by Fiscal Year
NOTE: Endowment funds finance a portion of
the operating or capital requirements of the
institution. Restricted endowments fund endowed
scholarships. The WSU Foundation considers the
Endowment Fund to be the combined total of the
temporary and permanent funds.

$30 Million

$25 Million

ANNUAL REPORT 2013–2014

$35 Million
$29,359,129

$20,092,046
$15,466,161

$20 Million

$24,335,051

$15 Million
$18,359,825
$10 Million

FY10

FY11

FY12

FY13

FY14

Student
Retiree

Gifts by Constituency

2.4%
Parent

NOTE: Total equals 100.1%.
Figures rounded to the
nearest tenth of a percent.

9.6%

0.5%

Organization

3.6%

Alumni

52.1%

Friend

6.6%

Faculty/Staff

25.3%
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For a complete WSU Foundation Honor Roll, please visit www.winona.edu/foundation/donors

Newly Established
Scholarships 2014
Nursing Innovation Symposium
Fund

Other Endowed

Sande, Dolores Endowed
Elementary Teaching Scholarship

Scholarship-Annual

Roeder, Barbara & Don Memorial
Scholarship

Scholarship-Annual

Green, William E. Masonic
Scholarship

Scholarship-Annual

Winona State University Dr. Mark M.
Welter World Citizen Sch

Scholarship-Annual

Fastenal - Center for Sales
Excellence Scholarship

Scholarship-Annual

Derocher, Frederick & Dina Comm
Studies Mentorship Sch

Scholarship-Annual

Sing, Steve Memorial Scholarship

Payments to or for Winona
State University During
Fiscal Year 2014
Academic Services
Alumni Relations
Athletics

$2,278
$11,959
$126,402

Campus Beautification

$23,930

College of Business

$12,810

College of Education

$11,466

College of Liberal Arts

$28,392

College of Nursing & Health
Sciences

$50,830

College of Science & Engineering

$26,471

Scholarship-Annual

Community Relations

$67,790

Raymond, Butch Scholarship

Scholarship-Annual

Gifts in Kind

$21,001

McLaughlin, Dorothy Memorial
Scholarship

Scholarship-Endowed

Inclusion & Diversity

$1,970

Special Education Student Teaching
Scholarship Fund

Scholarship-Endowed/
Annual

International Programs

$2,971

Erickson, James R. Memorial Adult
Entry Program Scholarship

Scholarship-Endowed/
Annual

Retiree Center Scholarship

Scholarship-Endowed/
Annual

Protsman, Steve Memorial
Scholarship

Scholarship-Endowed/
Annual

Nichols, Mark & Cathy College
of Business Scholarship

Scholarship-Endowed/
Annual

Scholarships
Special Project Grants

$57,785

Huang, Echo Scholarship College
of Business

Scholarship-Endowed/
Annual

Student Clubs & Organizations

$15,768

Fawcett, Karen & OJ Nursing
Scholarship

Scholarship-Endowed/
Annual

Ahmann, Ellen “Ellie” Scholarship
Finance

Scholarship-Endowed/
Annual

Garvey, Michael COB Professional
Selling Scholarship

Scholarship-Endowed/
Annual

Reuter, Lawrence & Rill Ann Sch in
Chemistry & Biology

Scholarship-Endowed/
Annual
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Library

$10,725

Miscellaneous

$36,198

National Child Protection Training
Center

$15,050

Outreach and Continuing Education

$14,962

Retiree Center

$10,203

Student Housing
Student Life and Development
Warrior Club

GRAND TOTAL

$1,195,461

$505,679
$4,434
$15,704

$2,270,239

“In Memory of” Gifts 2014
Jane Madsen
Don Mallinger
Maurice “Mac” McCauley
Dorothy McLaughlin
Anita Mettille
George O’Reilly
Hosea L. Perry
Duane Peterson
Edward J. Pronley
Stanely Prosen
Steve Protsman
Delma R. Rigelman
David Rislove
Loren Sawyer
Elizabeth “Bette” Schmidt
M. Judith Schmidt
Jerry Seeman
Parents of Drs. Janice &
Thomas Sherman
George Simpson, Jr.
Steve Sing
Carol Solomonson
Alma Stevens
Ruby Swenson
Arnold Waldron
Kerry Williams
Jerry Witt
Ken Wynia

Arthur Barsky
Deb Bond
Adelia Louise McCray Crispin
Gary & Ellen Evans
John & Heather Holst
Cindy Killion & Beth Cherne
Jean Knutzen

Coach Josh Krzewinski
Howard Munson
Scott Olson
Jim & Nancy Reynolds
Melissa Schaller
James C. Schmidt

ANNUAL REPORT 2013–2014

Norris P. Abts
Ellen “Ellie” Ahmann
Isaac Bera
Albert Block
Romano Borsari
Parents of Kevin Cappel
Dale Chrysler
Bud Dahlen
Betty Darby
Robert “Bob” Duncanson
Robert Eastin
Jo Edstrom
Carol Einhorn
Gladys Emanuel
Diana Abrahamson Ensign
James Erickson
Charles Erwin
David Essar
Hazel Uggen Evans
Mary Sue Garber
Donald Helble
Sydney Henderson
Tom Holmay
Braden Holst
Art Jenson
Gil Kraft
Joseph E. Lynch
Joan Madland

FY14 “In Honor of” Gifts

Where’d They Go?
Missing “Class Notes” and
“In Memoriam?”
No worries! Both will be back in the spring
2015 Currents!
Don’t forget to send in your updates to
currents@winona.edu

WSU Foundation Highlights 2014
• Raised $4,401,857 during FY14. A record year
for return on investments!
• Total number of Alumni donors 3,701. Total number
of all donors 5,751
• Contacted 8,173 alumni and 3,534 parents
during the 2014 Annual Fund Phonathon program.
• WSU Foundation provided nearly 800 scholarship
awards totaling $1,185,000.
• More than 1100 attendees at the 30th annual
Scholarship Breakfast
• Christened the Cal
classroom.

Fremling floating

• Instituted WSUF Gift Acceptance Policy.
• Revamped WSUF Investment Policy to help
foster 18% return on investments.
• Welcomed a new VP for University
Advancement— Ernie Troy Hughes
• This year we welcomed 35 new
inductees into our WSU Foundation
Giving Societies. Fourteen of these people
made plans for an estate gift to WSU qualifying
them for membership in our 1858 Founders
Society while 21 organizations and individuals
were inducted into our cumulative giving
society, The Medallion Society, for their generous
contributions to the WSU Foundation.
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No Reservations

Education
is Key

Tradition
Tradition is a belief or behavior passed down within a group or society with
symbolic meaning or special significance with origins in the past. For Gail
Whipple ‘75, the memory of a very special Mdewakanton Dakota woman of
great strength and resilience was the emotional trigger to establishing the Susan
Windraw Scholarship for Native American Students. Whipple shares a Dakota/
Lakota and German lineage, but it wasn’t until her adult years that she came to
know, understand, appreciate and love her heritage.
Gail Whipple ‘75
Susan Windgrow

Susan Windgrow, known as Maka Waste’ Win (Good Earth Woman) to her people,
was Whipple’s great-great Grandmother. Born in 1845 near what is now the Lower
Sioux Reservation in Minnesota, Windgrow survived the Dakota Conflict of 1862,
overcoming the loss of family members, her home, and the life she knew. She
died at age 94 much as she lived: strong, humble and proud of her people.

“With a degree in-hand, there is
absolutely no limit to the possibilities
in that young person’s life. To know
that I have helped even in a small way
will made me very happy.”

Whipple’s Native American lineage wasn’t an integral part of her
childhood, and understandably so, when one examines the plight of
the American Native people in the 19th century. Whipple grew up in
Hastings, Minnesota, the oldest of eight children of Willard (Whip)
and Nellie Whipple. Her mother ran a home daycare and her father
worked for 3M. But Whipple’s story really begins several generations
back…

Erasing a People
The Dakota were a nomadic people who historically relied on wild rice gathering,
fishing, and game hunting for sustenance. The Resettlement Treaty of 1837,
designed to remove all Native Americans dwelling on the east side of the
Mississippi River, effectively diminished the Dakota homeland and their way of life.
With less ability to provide for themselves, the Dakota were forced to increasingly
depend on the federal government’s promises and provisions. The federal
government’s failure to deliver on these promises brought near-starvation and
growing anger among the Dakota, culminating in the US-Dakota War of 1862.
Whipple’s paternal grandfather, Ben, was born in 1907 on the Santee Sioux
Reservation in Nebraska. Young Ben was removed from his home at Santee and
sent to the Indian boarding school in Carlisle, Pennsylvania: “This was common
practice in the early 1900s,” Whipple began. “The goal was to take the ‘Indian’
culture out of American Indians. My Grandfather was not allowed to speak his
language or practice any traditional activities. When he returned, he had been
trained and educated as an American.”

14
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Ben left the Santee and spent time on the Rosebud Reservation
in Mission, South Dakota. He married and had a son, Willard.
From there the young family moved to Prairie Island Reservation
north of Red Wing. Eventually, the family settled off reservation
near Hastings, Minnesota, where Whipple grew up and where her
parents live to this day.

Heritage Rediscovered
“Native Americans in the early 20th century were taught not to be
Native Americans,” Whipple continued. “As a result, my father
grew up without many of those traditions and we certainly were
not exposed.”
“As a young woman, I began to ask questions of the relatives and
began to learn a great deal about our history,” Whipple siad. “As
I, and then my brothers and sisters, became more interested, my
father opened up about many things in his upbringing and I saw
him begin to take pride in his heritage.”
Reflecting on her family’s history, she said, “I grew up not knowing
much about my heritage and then grew into an adult who is
so proud of my heritage and so grateful to my ancestors, like
Grandma Susie, for all they endured and for all they did to survive
a very difficult world.”

Path to Success

Whipple remembers her school years as something she simply
tolerated. “I wasn’t the kind of kid most people thought of as
college material,” Whipple recalled. “My high school years
revolved around classes that presumed I would make a great office
secretary one day.”
“Algebra befuddled me, chemistry was a monster, and speech
class nearly ended my high school career!” said Whipple. “So
I muddled through in the top one third of my class. I didn’t
embarrass myself, but I certainly didn’t shine as a high school
student.”
It was no great surprise when school counselors didn’t recommend
Whipple attend college. “My counselors advised against going
to college, telling me I just wasn’t cut out for it,” she said. “I was
fairly stubborn even then, so after I attended a girls’ sports day
at Winona State College when I was in the 9th grade, I decided to
apply. To the surprise of many people, I was accepted!”
Funding her education was a real issue, however, as the needs of
the large Whipple household were many.
“Because I am an enrolled member of a Federally Recognized
Indian Tribe,” Whipple explained, “that opened the door to
securing a Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Scholarship. That extra
funding made it possible for me to attend college. I spent four
years attending classes, making new friends and playing on the
volleyball and tennis teams. I owe those four years and what came
after, to that scholarship.”

Whipple graduated with a degree in Political Science, and though
the road wasn’t always easy, Whipple has no regrets. ”My road has
been filled with more joy than bumps, and for that I’m grateful,”
she said.
Recently retired, Whipple spent 18 years as Director of Marketing
for the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community in Prior Lake,
Minnesota. “I’ve led a staff of graphic designers, web designers,
videographers, photographers and copy writers. We handled
the marketing efforts of more than a dozen enterprises, and a
tribal government. I owe my abilities to think, plan, organize and
interact at this level to my years in Winona. It was a time when
I learned that I was smarter than I thought, more capable than I
knew, and if I worked really hard, anything was possible,” she said.
Whipple wants others to experience an education without
“breaking the bank.” “I want to share that hope and that belief in
endless opportunity with a Native American student who needs
a little help to make their dream of an education come true,” she
explained.
“With a degree in-hand, there is absolutely no limit to the
possibilities in that young person’s life. To know that I have helped
even in a small way will make me very happy.”

Keepers of the Fire
Aaron Camacho, 29, a non-traditional student majoring in
environmental biology and minoring in sustainability, is the first
recipient of the Susan Windgrow Scholarship for Native American
Students.
Camacho is a member of the Prairie Band Potawatomi Nation and
thus has dual citizenship as a member of a Sovereign Nation and
as a United States Citizen. Her mother is Caucasian and her father
is Potawatami (Kansas) Ho Chunk (Wisconsin)
and Yaki Indian (Mexican border region).
Her family’s story is amazingly similar to her
benefactor’s.
Camacho’s ancestors, a nomadic people,
lived between Michigan and Wisconsin,
moving with the seasons and the wild game.
Camacho recalls her grandmother talking of
the “Walk of the Dead,” the relocation effort
by the U.S. Government to remove Native
American tribes from East of the Mississippi River. Camacho’s
family was relocated to a reservation in Mayetta, Kansas. Many
did not survive the thousand mile trek. “My grandmother said that
when her father arrived in Kansas a government employee asked
how old he was. Before he could answer, he was told: ‘You are
zero. You were born today.’
Much like Whipple’s grandfather, the children in Camacho’s family
were placed in boarding schools in Wisconsin and Americanized.
In time, the children lost their Native identity. Several families
chose to leave the reservation and what little security it provided,
continues on page 16
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Aaron “Kewenkwe” Camacho
of the Thunder Clan.
Her Native name means
Returning Thunder Woman

and move back to the Upper Midwest,
settling in Skunk Hill, just outside Wisconsin
Rapids. “They had to learn how to live with
others (White Man) and integrate into an
entirely new environment,” Camacho said.
“It was difficult and they weren’t always
accepted.”
Camacho’s early years growing up
off reservation nearly mirror those of
Whipple’s. “Growing up, I kind of avoided
the whole Native American topic,”
Camacho began. “I tried to stay below the
radar all my life. My parents sheltered my
sister and me from the racial implications,
afraid we would have a difficult future if we
were considered Native. I just didn’t realize
the impact living like had on me. The only
time we were exposed to our heritage
is when I was around my Grandma.
She would always tell me, ‘Remember,
Aaron, you are Native American!’ I now
understand what she was telling me.”
Camacho married just last year and
decided to return to school to further her
education and to achieve her goal to work
in the field of bioremediation of waterways.
She discovered Winona State University
and together with her husband moved
four hours from family to Fountain City,
Wisconsin. I took the plunge!” she said
with a laugh.” She sought Tribal funding
to help pay for her education, but still had
to work full time. “I felt I had found a very
good fit. I was so excited!” she stated.
That is, until she saw the larger-than-life
fresco mural gracing the walls in the main
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Plans for an indigenous garden
surrounding the End of the Trail
sculpture in the center courtyard.

entrance of Somsen Hall. “I was stunned at
the images,” Camacho related. “It shows
Native Americans being Americanized
through religion, desecration of the land
and progress. There are frightened children
and there is death. Then you have what is
presumed to be Princess Winonah giving a
shawl to a Caucasian man. And in the final
scene there are no more Native Americans.
I realized it depicts Manifest Destiny,” she
said. “There was no plaque to explain the
art work and that surprised me. I thought,
did I make a mistake coming here? Is this
what they think and feel? I am all alone –
will I be safe on this campus? I called my
husband right away.”
Camacho made a concerted effort to avoid
that particular entryway and also the Indian
artwork in the Library. But she couldn’t
run from it. She was offered a job in the
Library.
Camacho made a decision to confront the
university about the artwork and began
asking questions, which opened up an
entirely new dialog on campus about
contextualizing the artwork, along with the
Native American sculptures, to promote
a healthy perspective of Native American
people. Turn a negative into a positive.
She was invited to sit on a committee
to address Native American images
on campus, which led to the reframing
project and plans for an indigenous
garden surrounding the End of the Trail
sculpture in the center courtyard. Many
felt this sculpture to be depressing and
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that it evoked feelings of guilt. Camacho
disagrees. She recalls always having a small
version of this very statue and one other
similar in structure in her home growing up.
“It is a reminder of how far we’ve all come,
and that we continue to persevere,” she
stated.
Camacho has immersed herself in campus
life and is actively involved in numerous
organizations and was elected Student
Senator for the College of Engineering. As
Camacho became known on campus for
her efforts, Professor Colette Hymann got
in touch with Whipple to suggest Camacho
for the scholarship award. “I can’t believe
my professor cared enough to relay my
name,” said Camacho.
“I now have a sense of belonging that
comes with this scholarship,” Camacho
remarked. “Maybe I really am supposed
to be here! Knowing there is a Native
American Indian scholarship on campus is
very empowering. Everything happens for
a reason.”
Camacho concluded, “Meeting my
benefactor at the Scholarship Breakfast was
something! She is amazing! There was
instant recognition. She understood me.”

WARRIOR
PRIDE
Leaves Indelible Impression

f you were stopped on the street and out of the blue asked the question,
“What makes WSU stand out for you?” what immediate response would come
to mind? Perhaps: “It was my home for four years,” or “It’s where I grew up,”
or even, “WSU is where I staged my future.” There are so many different
possible answers, yet one theme rings true in each response: Warrior Pride.

I

One individual’s Warrior Pride is steadfast and runs very deep. Her support of
Winona State University, personally, professionally, and financially, has never
wavered. And though she is no long a common sight on campus, her loyalty is
resolute.
Former WSU President Judith Ramaley recently returned to campus in September
for the Benefactor’s Dinner. Her attendance was a matter of Warrior Pride. An
opportunity arose to ask her the very question above, and her response was as
expected: succinct, direct and to the point.

Judith Ramaley

What makes WSU stand out for you?

What do you hope your gifts will accomplish?

“I have gotten to know a number of universities during
my career, as a faculty member and administrator as well
as a consultant and guest speaker. WSU stands out for
several reasons. WSU is a place where everyone – faculty,
staff, students, community members – can contribute in
personally meaningful and visible ways to the creation of a
supportive educational environment and to the discovery
and responsible application of knowledge to today’s
difficult and multifaceted problems.”

“I consider my gifts to be an investment in the future
and in the lives that our students will lead. I chose to
focus on providing support for students to work with
WSU faculty members on research questions that arise
from the challenges of today’s world. My hope is that by
participating in scholarly work, WSU’s students will learn
how we know what we know and how we can go about
adding to our knowledge in responsible and creative ways.
I hope that they will ask thoughtful questions, that they
will develop a deeper understanding of what we know and
what we do not know, that they will put their learning to
good use and that they will retain a sense of wonder and
curiosity that will sustain them throughout their lives. I trust
that our students will learn to look beneath the surface of
things to see the unexamined assumptions that often shape
how we see the world around us and the sense that we
make of what we see.”

Why do you continue to support WSU financially?
“WSU was my capstone experience where I was able to
bring together three themes that have shaped my own life
in many ways – discovery, learning, and a commitment to
building a welcoming and healthy community. I continue
to give to WSU because I believe in its mission. I know how
the WSU experience can inspire hope and change lives.
This has been going on for a long time and I believe it will
continue to do so for a long time to come. I like to feel that
I am still a part of this community of learners and I know
that my experience has inspired me to increase my efforts
to do my part in improving our world. Since I am not an
active member of the WSU community now, the money I
donate can provide opportunities for others to find their
own ways to improve our world.”

One or two words that best describe WSU for
you?
Community. Light.

Judith Ramaley
September 30, 2014
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The

of Giving

hose who master the art of giving truly give out of the goodness of their
heart. There is an intangible reward when one gives selflessly; a feeling of
contentment beyond no other.
Erich Fromm once said, “Give others all that is alive in us—our interest,
understanding, our knowledge, our humor, everything in us that’s good. In doing
so, we enhance the sense of aliveness in others while enhancing our own. When
we give, we get a ‘heightened vitality’ of what it means to be human.”
Winona State University’s 156 years stand testament to the boundless generosity of
its benefactors, friends, and Alumni. There are so many ways to give – time, talent,
leadership, financial… But there is only one way to receive – with humility and
appreciation. To those who have given to WSU in any fashion, thank you.

The Winona State University Foundation established the 1858 Founders
Society to recognize individuals who have made a provision for an estate gift
or other form of deferred gift to the Foundation. The 1858 Founders Society
exemplifies the importance of deferred gifts in assisting the University in
meeting its mission.

The Winona State University Foundation established the Medallion Society
in 2012 – a new tribute to honor our generous benefactors who make the
university’s mission possible. The President’s Medallion itself carries the
spirit of philanthropy. The gold medallion was a gift from WSU students
in 1968 in honor of President Robert DuFresne’s inauguration. The gems
in the medallion were donated by members of WSU and the Winona
community. It was said that the medallion represented the people’s faith
in education, a responsibility for the university’s mission, and guardianship
on behalf of the State of Minnesota and future generations. The Medallion Society
is prominently displayed outside the entrance of Harriet Johnson Auditorium
and recognizes giving levels by aligning each with one of the gems in the actual
medallion.
$25,000 GOLD
Gold donated by the 1967-68 students of
Winona State College

$500,000 GARNET
Gemstone donated by Allyn S. Morgan,
Jr.

$50,000 AQUAMARINE
Gemstone donated by Mrs. James
Browning

$1,000,000 OPAL
Gemstone donated by Miss Floretta M.
Murray

$100,000 TOPAZ
Gemstone donated by Mrs. Ward Lucas

$5,000,000 ALEXANDRITE
Gemstone donated by Dr. John J. Fuller
$10,000,000 DIAMOND
Gemstone donated by Mrs. R. H. Watkins
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The very foundation of Winona State University was built on philanthropy in
the mid-1850s under the leadership of Dr. John Ford, an advocate for public
education. Dr. Ford swiftly raised more than $7,000 in cash and land. The gifts
obtained were at all levels, much like those of the Medallion Society, which will
showcase this tradition and honor the leaders who continue to make Winona
State University’s mission possible.

The WSU Foundation has established six societies as a way to provide special
recognition for annual donors. These societies are used in preparation of the
yearly donor honor roll to salute Winona State University benefactors.
			
Capstone Society: $5,000 or more
			
Keystone: $2,500 - $4,999
			
Arch Society: $1,000 - $2,499
			
Colonnade Society: $500 - $999
			
Pillar Society: $250 - $499
			
Benchmark Society: $100 - $249

The WSU Foundation established the President’s Club in 2003 to recognize
donors who have made an annual gift of $1,000 or more to the unrestricted
Sustaining Fund. Unrestricted gifts are directed to the area of greatest impact
at WSU, immediately benefiting students by supporting scholarships, faculty
and curriculum development, academic and cultural programming, library
collections, as well as other critical needs. Members of the President’s Club help
Winona State continue its commitment to excellence in education and service.
President’s Club members receive university updates from the president,
invitations to special events, and opportunities to engage in campus life.

In 1989, the WSU Foundation established a giving society called Cornerstone
Society, recognizing benefactors whose cumulative gifts totaled $20,000 or
more. Cornerstone Society members represent the foundation of philanthropy
at Winona State University. This group of benefactors share a fundamental
belief that WSU is worthy of philanthropic support. Their vision and leadership
has enriched the academic mission of the university while making a difference
in the lives of students pursuing a dream of higher education. In 2012, we
welcomed and recognized our final group of inductees and honored all
Cornerstone Society members. The Cornerstone Society honor roll will continue
to be displayed in a prominent place in the main corridor of Somsen Hall,
paying tribute to these benefactors whose generosity has paved the way for
future success. (*This society has been retired but WSU continues to recognize
its members.)

The true meaning of life is to plant
trees, under whose shade you do not
expect to sit.”
- Nelson Henderson
WSU Currents • Annual Report
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Say “Hello” to Warrior Pride
This is a phone call you’ll want to take:
“Hello! This is Christian, I’m a senior at Winona State
University, calling on behalf of WSU …

Students often call alumni who share their major or participated
in the same on-campus organizations, and alumni will engage the
student in conversation about their post-graduation experience
and offer advice to the student. Such exchanges build the
student’s confidence and renew the connection of the alum to the
university.
Maureen Orsborn, Assistant Director of Annual Giving and the
manager of Phonathon for the past three years, points out an
often overlooked benefit of Phonathon. “When alumni choose
to make their annual gift through Phonathon, they are setting
a positive example for those who will follow in their footsteps.
Understanding deepens when students have the opportunity
to observe alumni giving back, and when alumni get to speak
directly with the beneficiaries of their support.”
“Of the alumni who answer our calls each year, the percentage
who choose to pledge a gift over the phone remains consistent,”
said Orsborn. “Pledges made through the Phonathon program
range from $5 to upwards of $1,000. The highest percentage of
Phonathon pledges are in the $25-$50 range while the highest
percentage of dollars come from gifts in the $100-$150 range.”
She continued, “In a program like Phonathon where we can
reach many alumni in a short amount of time, it’s easy to see how
quickly gifts of all sizes add up. Yearly participation at any amount
is significant.”
Maureen Orsborn

The Winona State University Phonathon launched
more than 30 years ago with a three-fold purpose:
First, to update alumni records. Second, to offer
alumni a chance to reconnect with WSU. And
lastly, to raise unrestricted Annual Fund dollars for
the university. An essential aspect of Phonathon is
updating the records with current email address,
residence, and employment. Accurate information
allows the Alumni Relations Office to send Currents
magazine, WSU news, and information regarding
upcoming events, reunions, socials and more. Last
year alone more than 4,800 alumni records were
updated through Phonathon.
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The majority of dollars generated by Phonathon are unrestricted
funds directed toward Foundation scholarships and Special
Project Awards. These awards are granted for an array of projects
that enrich education and exemplify innovation at Winona State.
Proposals range from lab equipment requests and classroom
updates to funding for research, community outreach, and travel
study programs that take learning out of the classroom. It is
important for WSU to have these unrestricted dollars available
each year to be used where the most current opportunities and
needs exist.
Orsborn is passionate about the WSU Phonathon and her
enthusiasm shows, not only in her student callers’ exceptional
success, but in how they interact with the person being called.
“Every person who has taken part in life and learning at Winona
State has in some way contributed to making WSU the vibrant
institution it is today. We are so fortunate to have alumni

who continue to shape WSU’s future through their financial
contributions as well as their ideas, knowledge and passion. The
Warrior community that extends beyond the boundaries of our
Winona and Rochester campuses thrives thanks to the lifelong
loyalty of our alumni.”

Supervising the Team
Each of these three students has been with Phonathon for a
minimum of two years and now, in addition to making calls,
supervise the teams and help drive the success of the program.

Katie Gottstein ‘15
“I was looking for a job and heard
about Phonathon from a friend of a
friend,” Katie Gottstein of McHenry,
Illinois began. “The first semester
I had a really hard time. I wasn’t
very comfortable because we
were pretty much asking people
for money. When you get people
who aren’t interested, it’s really
hard to get through the call. But
the second semester turned completely around! I really like
talking to alumni. Once you start talking to the people it’s really
interesting and exciting to hear their stories.”
For Gottstein the good outweighs the bad. “I’ve been really
lucky that I haven’t had too many bad calls, but I remember one
guy yelling and swearing at me to take him off the list. He hung
up on me. But when you get a really good call, it totally makes up
for any bad calls.”
Gottstein is also the recipient of a Foundation scholarship. “I
really appreciate the alumni who donate to the university and
care about future generations of students,” she said. “I’m
really just an average student, so I had a really hard time
getting scholarships. So, when I am successful I want to start a
scholarship for someone like me.”

Alex Russell ‘15
Winonan Alex Russell is
also following in his father’s
footsteps attending WSU. “I
grew up watching Warrior
Athletics, so I knew I wanted
to go here,” said Russell.
He joined Phonathon team
because he likes talking to
people. “I like making connections with people, especially
alumni who are proud to have graduated from WSU. And one

cool thing having grown up here is to hear others talk about how
great Winona is, with all the canoeing, hiking, skiing and other
opportunities.”
The money raised by Phonathon for scholarships is so important,
as Russell relates. “I have many friends who are very grateful to
have the opportunity to go to school and the scholarships they
receive make it possible. Students don’t take that for granted.”
As for the calling, Russell has only positive things to say. “Most
people are willing to bear with you through the call,” he said.
“Most people I speak with understand that they are helping
out students. The alumni of WSU really do make an incredible
difference in student life.”

“My favorite part is making
connections with the alumni,” Cassman
said. “The alums have such wonderful
stories, and it’s cool to bond with them.
It’s a shared Warrior experience!”

Christian Cassman ’15
“I was looking for a job and I knew
I wanted to work for the university,”
explained Christian Cassman about
her reasons for joining Phonathon
team three years ago. Cassman,
who grew up in Rochester,
Minnesota, is the second in her
family to attend WSU. “My mom
got her master’s in Education here.
“This is a really great school for the
money. I’m big into education and this is a great way for me to
give back to the university and to be an advocate for education.”
Cassman is a recipient of a Foundation scholarship. “This is really
personal for me. I like talking to people who have helped make
an education happen for me.”
Sometimes the calls can get a little dicey, as Cassman relates.
“You never know what to expect on a call. Not everyone wants
to talk to us and some are not happy about the call, but the
positive definitely outweighs the negative!”
“My favorite part is making connections with the alumni,”
Cassman said. “The alums have such wonderful stories, and it’s
cool to bond with them. It’s a shared Warrior experience!”
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6,667 hours worked
students.
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-
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$5000.

Cost of Education
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scholarships
and
grants

G

et your calculator out. The average cost of a college
education at a four year state university in Minnesota
is $31,000-$38,000. That 5,439 to 6,667 hours
worked at minimum wage. There are a total of 8,760
hours in a year. The math is a bit overwhelming. The answer?
SCHOLARSHIPS.
Each year, more than 2,900 WSU students from a total student
body of 8,652 on both the Winona and Rochester campuses
(8,108 undergraduates and 544 graduate students) receive
upwards of $4,130,000 in scholarship support. That is nearly 34%
of the student body that relies on scholarship and university grant
support. For many, this is the only way they can afford a college
education.

$853,173
to
248

Where do all these scholarships come from? The answer is easy:
YOU. Individuals donate money specifically to a department,
cause, or a favored discipline. There are academic and sports
scholarships, music and arts, health and sciences, business,
engineering, education, electronics, nursing, mathematics, liberal
arts, and the list goes on. Annual scholarships are immediate
awards through gifts given each year, and Endowed scholarships
are gifts given to reach an amount to sustain a scholarship in
perpetuity through investing the gifts.

But perhaps the most endearing scholarships are those donated
by alumni, faculty, families and friends of the university, who give
in honor of someone special, naming the scholarship after that
person. The honored individual may be living or deceased, a
family member, favorite professor, or significant mentor. It
is these scholarships that offer financial support that casts a
2015 Award Numbers
wide net, allowing so many more students access to success,
WSU Foundation: $1,174,000 with nearly 800 scholarship recipients
helping ease the financial burden of an education, thereby
WSU Scholarship and Grants: $1,654,000 with 1855 student recipients.
freeing students to focus on learning.
WSU Athletics: $853,173 scholarships and grants to 248 students.
(Does not include special room rates and out-of-state tuition waivers.)
But there IS a catch – the student has to apply! And many
don’t – whether they aren’t sure how to pursue available
scholarships,
are confused by the process, or perhaps they are
Scholarship awards range from $300 - $5,000 a year. The
unaware
the
opportunities
exist. The sad fact is, scholarships
university strives to provide qualifying students with a minimum
are
left
on
the
table
each
year
due to a lack of applicants. The
of $1000 in scholarship money per year. Scholarships are awarded
scholarship application process isn’t difficult and staff are ready,
in all colleges, for various types of traditional and non-traditional
willing, and able to help students conquer the task.
students, first generation students, with varied disciplines and
diverse background and studies. If you wonder whether there is a
scholarship for some particular affiliation, there likely is.
Winona State has been awarding scholarship for as long as
anyone can remember. The very first scholarship awarded by
the Winona State Foundation Board was received by Brenda
Litscher in 1984 in the amount of $3,600. The first Scholarship
Breakfast was also held that year with 21 scholarships awards. The
30th annual Scholarship Breakfast was held this past September
with 1,100 people attending to celebrate the nearly 800 student
recipients. Now that’s growth!
“It really made a difference,” Litscher said. “There weren’t a lot of
student loans back then. The scholarship made a huge impact on
my life.”
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Some scholarships require a written essay and interview, while
others don’t. Once a student has applied for one scholarship,
the student’s application is automatically evaluated for academic
awards across the system, so there is no extra paperwork to
complete. But they have to make that first most important step:
APPLY!
Establishing a scholarship is easy. You define the recipient criteria,
the award amount and the type of scholarship, either annual or
endowed. You can make a difference in the lives of students during
your lifetime or through your estate. To learn more about helping
students achieve their dreams through scholarships, contact the
WSU Foundation / Winona State University Advancement office at
507-457-5020 or wsuscholarships@winona.edu

Scholarship
Generosity Provides Futures

Photo by Jonathon Chapman

of Opportunity

Jacqueline &
Ronald Hatlevig
Memorial Scholarship
In Gratitude
Dear Winona State University
Foundation,
We so appreciate the scholarship.
Shannon (after a few shaky
days) has found a second home at
Winona State. She has been shown
tremendous kindness by so many
people. We are excited to have her
show us “her” university when we
visit in October.
Please extend our gratefulness to
the Foundation Board.

Shannon’s Mom
(Shannon received a renewable
$4,000 WSU Foundation Scholarship)

Jacqueline Vix Hatlevig, Ph.D. was a 20-year
member of the WSU faculty serving in the
Nursing and Child Advocacy Departments.
She was instrumental in the development
of the Child Advocacy Studies curriculum
and a tireless advocate and the master
of work-life balance, having obtained her
Ph.D. while working full-time and raising a
family. A seven-year breast cancer survivor,
Dr. Hatlevig, at the age of 55, was given a
terminal lung cancer diagnosis, and died in
2009. Ron, Jacqueline’s husband, began the
process of establishing a scholarship in her
honor, knowing that she would have wanted
her support and passion for nursing and
child advocacy to live on. Tragically, just four
months after the death of Jacqueline, Ron
died unexpectedly of an aneurysm at the
age of 60. Their daughters, in honor of their
parents’ legacy, moved forward with the
scholarship.
Each year, special fundraisers are sponsored
by the Hatlevig family to maintain the
scholarship. “So many friends and family
have given so generously to endow the
scholarship because they loved my parents
so much,” said daughter Elisa Hatlevig.
“This allows us to give to students each
year.”

Photo by Jonathon Chapman

Angela Lange, a second year nursing
student, is the 2015 recipient of the
Jacqueline and Ronald Hatlevig Memorial
Scholarship. “I always knew I would pursue
something in the medical field,” said Lange,
whose grandfather was a dentist. “Originally
I thought I wanted to be a veterinarian.
But then I got my CNA (Certified Nursing
Assistant) and realized I really enjoyed the
people aspect and that nursing is more of
my calling. It’s a different challenge every
day.”
Lange’s mother, Karen,
is just as excited about
the opportunities this
scholarship has afforded
her daughter. “I am so
proud knowing she has
been recognized for
Angela Lange
her skills and interests
and all her hard work, “said Karen. “What
a wonderful gift! And then to have a
connection with the scholarship family and
to meet this wonderful family who is so
generously helping my daughter pursue her
career is amazing!”
“We always appreciate meeting the
scholarship recipients, which is why we
come to the Scholarship Breakfast,” Elisa
concluded.
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Dina and Frederick Derocher, Christina Bokusky and Rita Rahoi-Gilchrest

Frederick & Dina Derocher
Communications Studies Mentorship Scholarship
In Honor of Professor Rita Rahoi-Gilchrest
Frederick Derocher, a 2003 WSU grad with a degree in
Communication Studies, is an early giver. “I feel blessed to have
received academic and athletic scholarships while at Winona
State,” said Derocher. “During my final two years at WSU, I
completed an internship with the Department of University
Advancement with a focus on raising scholarship dollars for
students. This gave me great insight to the need for funding
in addition to providing an opportunity to give back to the
university. I came from humble beginnings. My parents provided
ample amounts of love and support, but weren’t able to financially
support my education. If it weren’t for the generosity of others, I
wouldn’t have had the opportunity to pay for school and focus on
my studies. This scholarship is a first step in saying “thank you” for
those who came before me, and it is my hope to plant a seed of
generosity that ‘pays it forward’ for future generations.”

When asked about her teaching approach, Dr. Rahoi-Gilchrest
explained, “I help people see things in themselves that they
haven’t seen before. I see students full of hope, but they don’t
know themselves very well. What I do is help them market
themselves. What is your unique selling proposition? What is
unique and wonderful about you?” She continued,” Fred was
very involved, and what I think is really amazing and stands out
is that he is such a recent graduate and has demonstrated his
commitment to giving back. Most of us hope to do things like this
in our lifetime, but he’s doing it now!”

Honoring a Mentor
“I want this scholarship to honor Dr. Rita Rahoi-Gilchrest for
inspiring my academic endeavors by bringing the best out of my
academic experience,” Derocher continued. “She encouraged
critical thought and problem solving skillsets that are crucial to
my success and the financial success of my clients. My classmates
and I did our best work under her guidance. I will be forever
grateful to her for her continued mentorship both prior to and
after graduating, and the permanent impact she has had on my
professional life. Dr. Rita is pretty amazing!”
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Christina Bokusky

Christina Bokusky, Buffalo, Minnesota, is a
Communications Studies major in her final year
and is this year’s scholarship recipient. She is
currently interning at a Wisconsin hospital in
marketing and business development. “WSU
was the best school for me,” said Bokusky.
“Dr. Rita has been a huge part of my college
experience and really shaped who I am.”

Bokusky’s parents, Brenda and Bryan, attended the Scholarship
Breakfast. “Christina has been such a hard worker all these
years and it is nice to see that she is being recognized (with a
scholarship) for all her hard work. She is furthering herself and is
doing what she wants to do in life.”

Non-Traditional Student
Erika K. Scholarship

The Erika K. Scholarship, established in
1997, provides full tuition and fees for nontraditional women students.
“Rather than being dependent
on someone or something else,
education gives us the power to
achieve, to make your own way.
It provides hope for the future”

In Gratitude
Dear Winona State University Foundation,
Thank you for the generosity and support. I promise you I will work very
hard and eventually give something back to others, both as an advocate and
possibly a scholarship to future students like myself.
Sincerely,

Kathreen
(Kathreen was the recipient of the John J. & Jeanine S. McShea Political
Science Scholarship)

— Erika Kalitta Gilbertson,
Scholarship Benefactor

Tara Wickelgren, an Erika
K. Scholarship recipient,
is majoring in social work.
She recalls what motivated
her to go to school. “I
had an amazing social
worker help me out when
Tara Wickelgren
I really needed it,” said
Wickelgren. “I thought about Nursing, but
needles are not for me! But I could still
help people by being a social worker.”
Wickelgren’s husband, Joe, has been by her
side through the entire journey. “It’s been
an adventure!” he said of his wife’s return
to school. “There were times when she
wanted to quit and I wouldn’t let her.”
Going to school, holding down a job
and raising a family could overwhelm just
about anyone. “This scholarship allows me
to finish school,” Wickelgren stated. “I
couldn’t do it without it.”
Jennifer Welch, 2015
recipient of the Erika
K. Scholarship, is in her
second year of the cardio
rehabilitation program. “I
always said I was going
back to school after I
Jennifer Welch
had my children,” said
Welch, “and 11 years later, here I am! This
scholarship means everything to me. It
makes me smile to know people out there
want to help me make myself a better
person.”

By awarding me the $1,000 Becker College of Business Achievement
Scholarship, you have lightened my financial burden, which allows me
to focus more on the most important aspect of school – learning. Your
generosity has motivated me to work harder and continue to stay focused on
my education. What you have done is too kind, and I hope that one day I
will be able to help students achieve their goals just as you have helped me.
Sincerely,

Alek
(Alek was the recipeint of the Becker College of Business Achievement
Scholarship)

I want to take a moment to really thank you for your generous scholarship.
The money from your generosity will help me reduce some of the stress
brought on from paying for school. I am the first in my family to attend
(college) and hopefully the first to graduate from a four year university.
It is through hard work as well as the kindness of benefactors such as
yourselves, that I have been able to keep making strides toward my ultimate
goal of graduation.

Edgar
(Edgar was the recipient of the Business Administration Scholarship)

I’d like to thank you all for imparting me this wonderful opportunity. I
was sure that college would be a long and hard transition. The Winona
staff, especially those in the Inclusion and Diversity office, have helped
make my transition smooth. I am very grateful for the enormous welcome
I have received here at Winona State, and thanks to the support of your
foundation, I am looking forward to my future as a Warrior.
Sincerely,

Ricki
(Ricki was the recipient of the WSU Foundation Hopes & Dreams Scholarship)
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Collaboration
and “A

Little Luck”

Sparks

Composite Materials Engineering Program

By Margaret Cox

Jesse Dulek ‘10

M

ore than 25 years ago, a group of inspired faculty
and staff from Winona State University partnered
with local business owners to create a unique
engineering program that focused specifically
on composite materials. Two goals drove the team: first, to
develop a meaningful curriculum for students, including hands
on experience; and second, to build a talent pool of candidates
for positions at local composite manufacturing companies.
In the end, it was the perfect alignment of staff dedication,
community involvement, and legislative legwork that resulted
in the Composite Materials Engineering program, the only
undergraduate degree of its kind in the country at the time.
In the mid-1980s, the need for talented, educated engineers in
the Winona area was becoming increasingly more important,
largely due to the rapid growth of RTP Company, a local business
that develops thermoplastic compounds, and several other
plastics companies. There was also a need for testing equipment
and services, but the costs were high. Rather than each company
purchasing their own equipment, they approached WSU with
the shared idea of building a testing center on campus. In 1987,
WSU established the Composite Materials Technology Center
(COMTEC), a laboratory that could provide testing services for
the local companies, and employ students to run it.
The arrangement worked well, but the need for educated
engineers became even greater. Once again, local composite
companies met with Dr. Dennis Nielsen of WSU to outline a
program specifically for composite engineering. At the same
time, Governor Rudy Perpich was looking for rural areas of
the state that were ripe for growth and in need of educational
funding. With the legislative help of State Representative Gene
Pelowski, Jr., state funding was secured and the Composite
Materials Engineering Program was launched in 1989.
“The faculty and administrators at Winona State University, the
community leaders and business owners, and the legislative
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group all worked together, and it was done right,” explains
Dr. Fariborz Parsi, who has taught the program since 1991.
Using state funding and donations, Stark Hall was built with the
engineering program in mind, utilizing only a few classrooms, but
many labs for hands-on learning. The initial curriculum was built
with input from local composite businesses and guidance from
experts. “Like anything else in life, it took a little luck, too,” says
Dr. Parsi with a chuckle. “But everyone has benefitted. So far, 434
students have graduated from the program.” Of those students,
more than 65 have been hired by local composite companies.
The partnership between WSU and the composite industry
has continued, including the establishment of a scholarship for
Composite Materials Engineering students. In early 2002, Joe
Cameron and Larry Rupprecht of RTP Company, along with Dr.
Parsi, arranged for an annual golf outing event through the local
branch of the Society of Plastics Engineers (SPE). The first two
events were financially successful, and the first $500 scholarship
for a Composite Materials Engineering student was awarded in
2003. “The financial success of the golf event continues, as does
thirteen consecutive years of beautiful weather on the day of the
event,” says Rupprecht. “We’ve had fantastic support from the
local composite community and their supplier base.”
With the help of the WSU Foundation, the fund
gained legal status and to date, nearly $72,000
has been raised. Of this amount, more than
$12,500 has been awarded in scholarships,
and an additional $4,000 was contributed to
establish another scholarship fund in honor of
Stanley Prosen, a composite materials industry
Katrina Moore
pioneer. Katrina Moore, a recent recipient
of the scholarship, says, “I feel honored to be chosen for this
scholarship… I hope to reflect well back upon the school and the
scholarship fund after I graduate.” No doubt, as history repeats
itself, she will. Dr. Parsi couldn’t agree more. “We have 434
success stories,” he says. “Our graduates are so proud of what
they’ve accomplished.”

Winona Friendship Center
and WSU create synergistic blend
of fitness and education
By Margaret Cox

If

you ever wondered about the impact that WSU students
make, just stop by the Winona Friendship Center and tour
the Active Wellness area. You’ll see senior participants improving
their strength and flexibility on state-of-the-art equipment, while
students carefully monitor and guide them. Best of all, you’ll hear
celebratory laughter as they meet shared goals. The synergy
between both groups creates a blend of fitness and education
that benefits everyone.

and they ask about classes and professors,” says Dr. Erin White,
who supervises the students. “They also question students when
a program is modified… they want to know why! It’s this direct
interaction that is so important.”
Teresa Lee, Director of the Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation
program at WSU, couldn’t agree more. “Sometimes, senior
participants come to WSU’s Integrated Wellness Complex to
exercise while being monitored by our Cardio Rehab students,”
Lee explains. “What they learn from each other
is amazing. The students are very well prepared
when they leave Winona State.”
As a way to thank the students, Winona Friendship
Center members established a scholarship in their
honor. Each year, an eligible student is awarded
$500 to help defray the cost of books. “The
students perform services crucial to the continuing
success of an area that is vital to this community,”
says Marian Hopkins, a long-time member of the
Active Wellness program. “In return, they gain
skills and knowledge about a demographic they
may not otherwise encounter.”

Irene Krackow, Kayla Sandvik ‘15, Richard Nett

More than a decade ago, Winona Friendship Center Director
Malia Fox and WSU’s Dr. Phillip Appicelli set out to create a
program for seniors that focused on exercise and healthy living,
staffed by students from various disciplines. Today, the Active
Wellness program is the most sought-after part of the Winona
Friendship Center, with 180 paid members.
WSU students are responsible for creating and modifying
programs for Center participants, and monitoring their progress.
Often, great friendships are formed. While senior participants
benefit from safe, monitored exercise, students benefit from
the hands-on experience gained while working with this vibrant
population. “Some of the senior participants are WSU alumni,

The mutual benefits of this partnership continue
to blossom. In 2013, Exercise Science students
conducted research to identify senior-friendly
exercise equipment. The students presented
their findings to the Winona City Council,
recommending a $35,000 upgrade in equipment for the Active
Wellness program – the same cost to taxpayers as the treatment
of one preventable hip fracture through Medicare. The City
Council approved, and
seven new pieces of
equipment were added
shortly thereafter. “The
program wouldn’t work
without WSU students,”
says Fox. “They help older
adults in Winona function
at their best!”
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Impact of One
Educator.
Administrator.
Advocate.
Philanthropist.
By Joel Badzinski

Dr. Jo Stejskal was not thinking about
building her legacy when she joined Winona
State University in 1975, but that’s exactly
what happened.
The WSU Department of Nursing was in need of a clinical faculty
member, and Stejskal, then head nurse at Winona Community
Memorial Hospital, was interested in moving into teaching.

Stejskal invited nursing alumni to visit during the symposium,
encouraging them to support the nursing program. To kick-start
that effort, Clipper made a generous donation.

“I talked to the director of nursing at the hospital and they said,
‘Just go help them out’,” Stejskal said. “And the rest is history.”

“We wanted them to come and try to get that feeling, that vibe
of philanthropy,” Stejskal said.

A rich history, indeed.

Stejskal has carried that feeling for many years. Stejskal and her
husband, Jerry, sponsor an annual scholarship of $1,000 through
the Winona State University Foundation, alternating years
between nursing students and football players.

In four decades at WSU, Stejskal has made a deep impact as an
educator, administrator, advocate, and philanthropist.
“Winona State has offered me the opportunity to grow
professionally and personally, and I’m grateful for that,” Stejskal
said. “It is my privilege and pleasure to be able to return that
investment in me. It’s the caring piece, paying it forward.”
Stejskal has worked as a Nursing professor since 1975, with two
nine-year terms as Department Chair, meaning she’s touched
several generations of nursing students.
One of those influenced by Stejskal was Bonnie Clipper, R.N.
The 1987 WSU graduate wrote “The Nurse Manager’s Guide
to an Intergenerational Workforce” and thanked Stejskal in the
acknowledgements:
“Dr. Jo Stejskal of Winona State University, School of
Nursing, for believing in me ever since I was a smart-%$#
undergraduate nursing student. You rock!”
Stejskal is on academic sabbatical for the 2014-15 year but
continues to find ways to help new generations. She organized a
symposium on Oct. 10 for undergraduate nursing students, the
first of its kind at WSU.
Clipper, Vice President and Chief Nursing Officer at the Medical
Center of the Rockies, was keynote speaker.
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“We wanted them to come
and try to get that feeling,
that vibe of philanthropy,”
The Stejskals also make contributions to the Foundation in the
name of colleagues who are retiring or as memorials, and have
been longtime financial supporters of the Warrior Club.
Her strong urge to give back to WSU also has driven Stejskal
to serve as the WSU Faculty Athletics representative, NCAA
Compliance Team member, Secretary of the Warrior Club, Faculty
Senator, and on academic search committees.
“It’s the right thing to do,” Stejskal said. “I will have been here for
40 years, so it has been my life. It’s the collegiality; it’s what it has
given me. I just feel moved to return something to WSU so it can
continue to survive and thrive.”

Volunteering
is a

PRIVILEGE
By Joel Badzinski

No matter how busy his days are, Ryan Gerts can always find an
extra hour or two to help someone out.

His favorite volunteer moments have come while working with
kids.

“It’s not a task, it is a privilege to be able to do all those things,”
Gerts said of his dedication to volunteer work.

For several years, he has traveled to the Boys and Girls Club in St.
Paul, Minnesota, to take part in Team Smile, which offers dental
care to kids in need.

Gerts, a senior from Bloomingdale, Illinois, who plays linebacker
on the Warriors football team, recently was nominated for the
2014 Allstate AFCA Good Works Team.

In Winona, he’s a Big Brother to Wesley, a fourth-grader at
Jefferson Elementary.

He is one of 22 players nationwide, across all football divisions, to
be recognized as leaders in character and work ethic both on and
off the field.

“We’ll play football, or Legos, work on his homework,” Gerts said.
“It’s just mentoring him and having a fun time with him. It’s one of
the main highlights of my week.”

Gerts, voted co-captain by his teammates this season,
is a three-time All-NSIC selection in football and
has earned a 3.37 GPA in Cell & Molecular Biology.
His accomplishments earned him the Harry Jackson
Scholarship in 2013-14, awarded to outstanding football studentathletes. In addition, Gerts receives a renewable WSU football
scholarship.

“You could see the dividends that are paid forward
when you give selflessly. A lot of the things I do are
just straight-up fun.”

David Braun, WSU’s co-defensive coordinator and linebackers
coach, nominated Gerts for the AFCA award. “It’s a blessing to
have the opportunity to work with Ryan,” Braun said. “He’s a
young man with an incredible demeanor, a great work ethic, and
the guys on the team relate to him and look up to him.”
Gerts had no plans to focus on anything but football and
academics when he arrived at Winona State in 2010. That changed
quickly.
“You could see the dividends that are paid forward when you give
selflessly. A lot of the things I do are just straight-up fun,” he said.

On campus, Gerts has helped out the 48-Hour Practice, an athleterun fundraiser for clean water wells in Africa, and Love Your Melon,
a charity that sells winter hats to help children battling cancer.
Gerts went with other WSU students to the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester to visit the children’s ward.
“That was really a life-changing event, just to see these kids truly
light up,” Gerts said.
For Gerts, managing his time actually became easier once he got
involved in volunteering.
“I just started realizing there are so many opportunities out there,
it’s kind of motivating,” he said. “I feel like I want to give back, and
I truly enjoy it.
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Winona Bedrock
ANUAL REPORT 2013–2014

Winona State’s campus theme this year is “sustainable futures,” so it’s
tremendously gratifying to know that during these challenging times our
future as a university is sustainable. You will be proud to know that while many
higher education institutions stand on thin ice, WSU stands on terra firma:
solid ground.
The city of Winona sits on a sandy island in the Mississippi River, so it might
be counter-intuitive to think of our campus as something built on a firm
foundation. Yet it’s true: our budget is balanced, our standards are high, and
we have been capturing additional market share of the available student
population. After 156 years of excellence, it is humbling to foresee that this
fortress of learning will still be standing 150 years from now, going strong and
remaining true to our values, thanks to the tremendous support we receive
from our benefactors. What we represent to students is bedrock, so we will be
here for a very long time.
It seems to me that the elements of our bedrock are simple but profound.
We represent the promise of a high-quality education in the liberal arts
and the professions, serving those who might not otherwise have a chance
to participate in higher education, and doing so in an affordable way.
“First Gen Warriors”—students who are the first in their families to go to
college—remain our foundation. For them we represent nothing less than
the American Dream: the ability for them to prosper, but also the ability to
ensure the prosperity of future generations of their families. We do this by
integrating with the communities of Winona and Rochester in ways that are
truly extraordinary, providing our students with learning opportunities that are
unique to WSU.

Scott R. Olson

Photo by Steve Woit

See President Olson’s blog at
president.winonastateu.com
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We are so proud to have you standing here with us on this bedrock. Our
fortress of learning has become a lighthouse with our flame burning brightly
at the top for all to see. Thanks to you, and thanks to the bedrock upon which
we stand, our lighthouse grows taller with each passing year, and Winona
State University’s light is seen around the world.

Scott R. Olson
Scott R. Olson
President, Winona State University

Where’s

WAZOO?

You

never know where you
will spot a Warrior! Climbing
a mountain in Ecuador,
volunteering for your child’s field
trip, or leading a professional
conference. Bring Wazoo on your
next adventure, and then send us
your photo. We will feature a few
Where’s Wazoo pics in our next
issue of Currents, and on the
Alumni website.
Please include a caption about
your (and Wazoo’s) location or
activity, along with your name,
graduation year, and major.

Download the Wazoo image file:
winona.edu/alumni/featured

Send us your

Where’s

WAZOO?

Email:
alumni@winona.edu
Mail:
P.O. Box 5838, Winona, MN 55987
Facebook message:
facebook.com/WinonaStateAlumni
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Alumni Relations
P.O. Box 5838
Winona, MN 55987
www.alumni.winona.edu
800.DIAL.WSU

A member of the Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities System, Winona State University is an
equal opportunity educator and employer.

The oldest member of the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system
If you wish to be removed from the Currents mailing list or have an address change, please contact alumni@winona.edu or 1-800-242-8978 ext. 5027.

THE 411: Our future is so bright...
Did you know???
WSU is Coming to a town near YOU!

The Warrior Connect Tour

President Scott Olson wants to connect with you!
Beginning in January 2015, President Olson will visit major
metropolitan areas around the country to connect with
WSU Alumni, bringing you the latest news from Winona
State and listening to your thoughts about the university.
More information will be coming to your inbox and
mailbox soon! Help us connect with alumni in your area
by contacting Alumni Relations today! Send your updated
contact information to us alumni@winona.edu or
800.347.8978 ext. 5027
February 19 & 20 – JW Marriott Camelback Inn - Scottsdale, AZ
Chicago
Denver
Los Angeles

Madison
Milwaukee
Rochester

Winona
Minneapolis
LaCrosse

Upcoming Alumni Events:

Tuesday, January 6
Mass Communication Reunion – Minneapolis
Saturday, February 14
Dancescape 25th Reunion – Winona
Saturday, April 25
Ultimate Frisbee Scholarship Event at Surley
Destination Brewery - Minneapolis

